EVER TOO MUCH in tight at the start, raced close up four wide and stopped forwardly placed three wide, tired. SUPER NANA (FR) in tight at the start, could not menace. TOSCA’S KISS forced the pace from the inside and gave way, and improved her position late. THE HIGH QUEEN in tight at the start, was reserved early, raced six wide and could not threaten. CERVESA ESPECIAL a rally. GRINDING MISS within striking distance in the three path, had no late bid. AFTER THE STORM outrun early, angled out to be five wide on the turn but could not sustain the bid. BALESTRA never far back, moved to the inside with three furlongs to go, maintained good position into the stretch but lacked out four wide midway through the turn and made a late gain. SHELTERED reserved early, raced five wide midway through the turn when making a mild run, driving.

Hargus Sexton & Sandra Sexton.

$217,938
Total WPS Pool:

9 - Bedouin Bloodstock; 12 - North Hills Management Co., Ltd.; 1 - Carolyn Sue Bruder; 5 - Jay Em Ess Stable; 3 - Douglas S. Arnold; 10 - Montgomery, Glenn and Sara; 2 - Sheila J. Floyd; 8 - Oak Haven Farm; 11 - T. C. Stable LLC; 7 - Dream With Me Stable, Inc.; 4 - Bauer, John and Victoria; 6 - Sandy Hill Stables;

Footnotes
DOWNTOWN DRIFTER within striking distance, advanced five wide on the turn, challenged once in the stretch and drew clear under steady urging. BREAK NEW GROUND set the pace off the inside, was no match for the winner late but held on for the place. SUSIES GAL outrun early along the inside, angled out four wide midway through the turn and made a late gain. SHELTERED reserved early, raced five wide midway through the turn when making a mild run but could not sustain the bid. BALESTRA never far back, moved to the inside with three furlongs to go, maintained good position into the stretch but lacked a rally. GRINDING MISS within striking distance in the three path, had no late bid. AFTER THE STORM outrun early, angled out to be five wide on the turn and improved her position late. THE HIGH QUEEN in tight at the start, was reserved early, raced six wide and could not threaten. CERVESA ESPECIAL forwardly placed three wide, tired. SUPER NANA (FR) in tight at the start, could not menace. TOSCA’S KISS forced the pace from the inside and gave way. EVER TOO MUCH in tight at the start, raced close up four wide and stopped.
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